
Designed to hold all makes of masks and bottles

Quick-Draw transfill hose pocket pulls hose end out and ready to grab

Flashlight holder on top makes bag easier to find in low visibility conditions

Two tool pockets provide fast access to small hand tools, light sticks

NEW AND IMPROVED Made with our exclusive Iron-Cloth™ the L-2 sets a new standard for rescue bags. Our ultra 
tough Iron-Cloth™ combined with the Heat-Shield™ Nylon 6.6 skid plate makes the L-2 the toughest bag on the market, 
top-to-bottom. The skid plate allows the bag to glide over the roughest surfaces and makes it extremely wear resistant 
during training evolutions. Innovative access-hatch design makes access to spare face piece and valve set quick and easy. 
It also features a 60” shoulder strap, which can be re-positioned for carrying, dragging, or lowering the air bottle. Pull the 
side zipper and the bag expands to allow the addition of a rope bag or secure the bag to the webbing on the outside. The 
bag is compatible with all SCBA MFGS including the new Scott Safety 5.5 (5000 PSI ) SCBA cylinders and the PASS Device 
System. (L2 Rope Bag sold separately, rope bag can hold up to 200’ of 9mm Kevlar line).

Weight: 5lbs
Size: 36” x 13” x 10”
Materials: Heat-Shield™, Nylon 6,6 , Metal Hardware, 3M™ Reflective Tape
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L-2 RIT BAG FEATURES
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES

More 3M™ Reflective Tape for a 360 degree view 

Additional webbing to attach L2 rope bag to the outside of the L2 RIT bag

Increased number of rivets to skid plate for maximum durability

Included strap on the inside to better secure the cylinder in the bag
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L2 RIT BAG
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Dragster™ Hose Pack
The Dragster was designed to allow one firefighter to move large amounts of hose over long distances 
without straining. It features a low-friction HDPE Nylon 6.6  skid panel on the bottom, an access hatch 
for smooth deployment of the nozzle, carry handles on the top and sides for handling, and an exterior 
compression strap and interior load configuration straps. Top of the bag zips open for fast, easy hose 
handling.
Weight: 5 LBS 5OZ 
Materials: HDPE Skid Plate, Nylon 6,6 , Metal Hardware, 3M™ Reflective Tape

Rolling Duffle
This Rolling Duffle features an improved frame, and integrated, molded foot design that allows the Beast™ 
to stand upright with even the heaviest loads. It has a large main compartment with interior lash down 
straps for gear, a mesh organizer pocket in lid and a large second pocket for boots and helmets. The bag 
packs down smaller for storage using the folding-foot design.
Weight: 8 LBS
Materials: Ballistic™ Nylon, Nylon Webbing, Metal Hardware, Nylon/Acetal Hardware

High Rose Hose Strap
Strap consists of 4 quick release color-coded Velcro closures.; silver marks the nozzle. The four heavy-duty 
nylon straps cinch the hose tight U-shaped design keeps the hose’s center of gravity close to your own for 
more comfortable hauling. Fits perfectly over SCBA or should for hands-free movement and allows for fast 
movement in narrow spaces. It carries up to 100 ft of hose.
Materials: Heavy-Duty Nylon; 3M™ Reflective Tape; Velcro®, Metal Hardware

Lined Mask Bag
Protect your S.C.B.A. mask with our fleece lined mask bag. It features a large Velcro® opening for fast and 
easy accesss, nickle plates clasp that clips to anything and a front label to write your name . Fits all major 
makes and models.
Materials: 1000D Cordura®, Non-Pill Fleece, Nylon Webbing, Metal Hardware

Elements FR Sweatshirt
Bring on the wind, rain, or snow. Our Elements ¼ zip FR sweatshirt redefines what you can expect from 
a sweatshirt. Wind resistant outer fabric surface and durable water repellent finish will block wind and 
shed light rain and snow. Plus, the fabric provides warmth, outstanding breathability, and excellent stretch 
thanks to the addition of spandex. This will quickly become your go-to sweatshirt.
Materials: 12.5oz Sq/Yard Polartec® Wind Pro® FR fabric (67% Modacrylic, 29% Rayon, 4% Spandex), 
YKK FR Vislon Zipper with Nomex tape, Nomex thread
Sizes: XS - 5XL (Tall Sizes)
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